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Carla Gerardu-Low

Key Audience Segments
The following audience segments (Table 1)were identified using Google Analytics for the nine

months from January 1, 2019, to September 30, 2019. Initially, age groups were sorted based on

revenue generated during the period, then further sorted by gender. Since this analysis uses the

Google Demo account, the revenue numbers are nonsensical (and not included here), so the

focus was simply on size, from large to small. Diving deeper, the Interests filter helps further

drill down to identify groups that rise to the top and helps paint a picture of these audiences.

Table 1: Key Audience Segments

Age Range 25-34 35-44 55-64

Gender Male Male Female

Location United States United States United States

Language English English English

Interests: Affinity
(Top of the funnel)

Value shopper, movie
lover, technophile

technophile, value
shopper, business,
news, mobile, pets, &
travel

Avid investor, business
professional, travel buff

Interests: In-Market
(Bottom of the funnel)

Travel, software real estate, technology autos, real estate, travel

Interests: Other
(Granular view)

Celebrities &
Entertainment News,
sports, humor, video

real estate, sports,
active travel

food, real estate, travel,
special occasions

Source/Medium Google/organic
Google/CPC

Google/organic
Direct
Youtube.com/referral

Bing/organic
Google/organic

Summary Young, energetic men
that love technology
and sports. They live in
the moment and have a
limited budget.

Mature adult men that
enjoy technology,
sports, and are
interested in investing
in real estate. They
have some disposable
income.

Older professional
women that enjoy
some of the finer
things in life, such as
travel, good food, and
investing in real estate.
They have a fair
amount of disposable
income.
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Channels and/or Mediums

The Google Store’s primary objective is to sell merchandise. Google Analytics Acquisition

reports show where site visitors come from and how they enter a site. Therefore, the top 3

channels based on revenue from January 1, 2019, to September 30, 2019, are organic search,

direct, and paid search (Table 2). Drilling down further, each of these channels has somewhat

predictable sources. Organic results come from search engines; the Direct results are unknown

because the user came straight to the site, and the Paid results generated from Google ads (the

most likely place Google would advertise). There were two channels, Referral and Social, that

brought in more users; however, the conversion rate on those channels was exceptionally low, so

they would not meet the objective.

Table 2: Channels and Mediums

Default Channel
Grouping

Source / Medium Source Bounce Rate Revenue

Organic Search google / organic Google, Bing, Yahoo 47.71% $24,281.47

Direct (direct) / (none) Direct 32.11% $10,554.71

Paid Search google / cpc Google 34.97% $3,730.45

Site Speed
When evaluating the Google Pen Grass Green web page on the Google Merchandise Store for

page speed using Google Analytics (GA), the results indicated that it loads 195.96% slower than

the average page on the site (Table 3). In comparison, the Home page loads 10.24% slower than

the average (selected because it was one of the few pages that loads), indicating it too could use

some work. GA also showed that Safari users experienced slower load times and well as users in

California.

When looking at the page online, the issues are not immediately apparent. There are not many

images or text, so that would indicate technical problems behind the scenes in the code.
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Table 3: GA Speed Test

Page
Avg. Page
Load Time

(sec)
Pageviews Bounce

Rate % Exit Page Value Average
Page Load

Google Pen Grass
Green 11.66 89 40.00% 20.22% $0.00 -194.96%

Home 4.36 560,688 39.13% 43.99% $0.08 -10.24%

Site Averages 3.95 2,747,498 42.19% 22.16% $0.32 0%

Turning to Google PageSpeed Insights (GPI) and Pingdom Website Speed Test (Pingdom) to

further drill down into the cause(s) of the poor load time, those results supported the GA findings

(Table 4). For this exercise, I also examined the results of a faster loading page, the Google

Official Merchandise Store home page, to see how they compared. As was expected, neither

page performed well.

Table 4: Other Speed Tests

Page PageSpeed Insights Score Pingdom Score

Google Pen Grass Green 1 (out of 100) D - 64

Home 1 D - 66

Both of these sites offer recommendations to improve a website’s performance. Google

PageSpeed Insights provides many opportunities to improve the Google Pen Grass Green page as

follows (Table 5):
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Table 5: GPI Opportunities

Pingdom offers additional suggestions (Table 6) that appear to be slightly different from GPI

opportunities, so each offers unique insights.

Table 6: Pingdom Recommendations

Lastly, the Canonical Tag Checker produced more than one canonical. When searching for the

URL with and without the trailing slash, the tool produced two different results:

● https://shop.googlemerchandisestore.com/Google+Redesign/Office/Google+Pen+Grass+
Green
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● https://shop.googlemerchandisestore.com/storeitem.html?vid=20160512512&iid=$item.it
emid

This issue confuses the web crawlers on the site, affecting their efficiency and negatively

impacting a page’s search ranking.

Armed with this information, marketers should turn to developers to correct these technical

issues affecting SEO and improve page speed because faster pages are more efficient and

provide a much better on-page user experience.

Campaigns

The top four campaigns based on registrations completed (Table 7) are:

1. MIX | Txt ~ AW - Apparel

2. Data Share Promo

3. MIX | Txt ~ AW-Brand (US/Cali)

4. MIX | Txt ~ AW - Office

Table 7: Campaign Results

Campaigns
Registrations

(Goal 3
Completions)

Registrations
(Goal 3

Conversion
Rate)

Users
Campaign

Cost (assume
$0.25)

Cost per
registration

Revenue

MIX | Txt ~ AW -
Apparel 65 0.71% 6,297 $1,574 $48.44 $2,600.61

Data Share
Promo 41 0.24% 14,326 $3,582 $174.71 $57.87

MIX | Txt ~
AW-Brand
(US/Cali) 22 0.66% 2,421 $605 $55.02 $668.08

MIX | Txt ~ AW -
Office 13 1.45% 693 $173 $26.65 $457.50

However, the conversion rate of the Data Share Promo was very low at 0.24%, which is below

the average campaign conversion rate of 0.49%. These campaigns were cost-per-click (CPC),
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making the Data Share Promo also the most expensive (assuming a fixed CPC of $0.25) when

considering the number of users that visited the site.

If the goal is registrations, regardless of the cost, then the following would be the top three

performing campaigns:

1. MIX | Txt ~ AW - Apparel.

2. Data Share Promo.

3. MIX | Txt ~ AW-Brand (US/Cali).

However, if you factor in the cost of the campaign and the revenue generated, then the following

are the top three performing campaigns:

1. MIX | Txt ~ AW - Apparel.

2. MIX | Txt ~ AW-Brand (US/Cali).

3. MIX | Txt ~ AW - Office
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